
  



    



    

LIGHT SHADE 

Use open stitches for
translucent effects.

EASY PIECES 

Create vests in double-
layered jersey.

GOSSAMER WEIGHTS

Knit ultra-fine layers 
in spicy hues.

OPENWORK 

Relax with draped
cardigans.

JAIPUR BLUE 

Use vegetal dyes 
for natural coloration.



    



    



    

ETHNIC TWIST: Attach braided trims as textured details. 

POWDER & DUST: Use reactive powder dyes to achieve organic color effects.



    

RUCH & GATHER: Use drawstrings to adjust long tees into shorter lengths. 

SANDY NEUTRALS: Employ rope and soft gauzy jersey in oatmeal hues for a natural finish.



    

FEATHER WEIGHT: Create ultra-fine knits as second skin garments. 

LIGHT LAYERS: Play with density, creating double layers in warm tonal hues.



    

U-NECK: Emphasize a new neckline this season with a deep U-shape. Loosely draped jersey will be

soft and relaxed, perfect for summer chilling. Employ burnout techniques for subtle patterns in swirled

and crackled lines.



    

OVERSIZED: Wear vests in asymmetric and voluminous styles for a relaxed feel. 

SUBTLE DETAILS: Update minimal shapes with drawstrings and double-layered fabric.



    

DIAGONAL DETAILS: Cut panels on the bias and invert seams for an asymmetrical look. 

SOFT FOCUS: Use marled yarns in earthy hues for a gently patterned effect.



    

NEW LENGTHS: Create cropped sweatshirts with large collars as new layering pieces. 

SUMMER COMFORT: Use lightweight loop-back fleece as a cocooning material.



    

LONG LINE: Relax classic sweatshirts with long tops that fall below the hip. 

RECYCLE REUSE: Employ ring-pull-inspired zipper trims for an environmental touch.



    

DESIGN DETAILS: Update summer sweaters with square necklines and asymmetric Henley closures. 

FARAWAY LANDS: Look to North African decoration for spicy space-dyed yarns and mosaic-inspired

buttons.



    

RELAXED KNIT: Use chunky openwork to create crochet-style patterns. 

DRAPED FEEL: Update long cardigans with loose pocket panels.



    

LOOSE VOLUME: Create draped cardigans in openwork knits with sheer qualities. 

RAW EDGED: Lend an organic style with unfinished and rolled-back edges.



    

NEW STYLING: Tuck sweaters and cardigans inside pants for a fresh look. 

WRINKLED LINES: Use layered knits in net and crinkled fabrications 

for organic striped effects.



  

BLUE SPECTRUM: Reference the age-old blue pottery of Jaipur for a range of moody hues. Natural

plant-based dyes and hand-dyeing techniques will lend a soft and organic color style. Play with tie-dye

and dip-dyeing treatments for blended tonal effects.


